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ReConTTA
A STATE-OF-THE-ART

TELEMETRY TRACKING SYSTEM

Stephen G. Morton

United States Air Force
Air Force Flight Test Center

6520 Test Group/ENMD
Edwards, California 93523

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss key features of a Remotely
Controllable Telemetry Tracking Antenna (ReConTTA) system which, truly, represents
the current state-of-the-art. The ReConTTA system is planned to support flight testing of
all current and future generation aircraft at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC),
Edwards Air Force Base, California.

System features to be discussed include:

(1) The Antenna Group including Radial Scanning (RADSCAN).

(2) The Local Control Group and its interface with the down converting, r-f switching,
receiving, diversity combining, and microwave data-link equipment.

(3) The Remote Control Group and its interface with microwave and ground station
processing equipment.

Several examples will be presented, illustrating the capabilities of the ReConTTA system,
including the following:

(1) Remote control operations utilizing computer control.

(2) Broadband frequency coverage from 1435-2400 Mhz.

(3) Low tracking angle performance.



INTRODUCTION

Edwards Air Force Base is located in the United States of America, 80 miles north east of
Los Angeles, California, in the Mojave desert (Figure 1). Edwards Air Force Base is one
of several test ranges (see Figure 1) located in the United States. The primary mission of
the Air Force Flight Test Center contains the following elements (1) develop advanced
weapons systems; (2) determine aircraft performance and limitations; (3) make
recommendations concerning aircraft improvement and modification.

To meet current and future aircraft flight test requirements, the Air Force Test Center is
currently funding a range improvement and modernization program titled “Telemetry
Upgrade”.

Telemetry Upgrade consists of six major projects: (1) new fixed receiving sites, (2)
existing site upgrade, (3) mobile systems, (4) antenna upgrade, (5) remote systems, and (6)
airborne systems. Three of the six projects will require one or more ReConTTA systems
for the reception of aircraft telemetry data.

The completed Telemetry Upgrade program will satisfy established requirements for
extended on and off range telemetry coverage, reception of high rate PCM and analog
telemetry data, and the upgrade or replacement of the current telemetry system.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The ReConTTA is a two-axis tracking system designed to receive, automatically acquire,
and track r-f energy of any polarization in the 1.435 to 1.54, 1.75 to 1.85, 2.2 to 2.3 or 2.3
to 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum.

The basic ReconTTA system consists of two equipment groups: the Antenna Group, which
operates in the outdoors environment, and the Control Group, which is housed indoors in a
controlled environment. The Control Group is further divided into two subgroups, Local
Control and Remote Control. Figure 2 depicts a typical installation of dual ReConTTA
tracking systems. Note that a microwave link is included to communicate commands and
data between the Local and Remote sites.

Antenna Group

The major components of the Antenna Group are a two-axis Pedestal and an Antenna
Assembly consisting of an paraboloidal reflector, RADSCAN conical scanning feed, and a
quadrapod feed support. The Antenna Group is shown in Figure 3.



(1)  Pedestal

The Pedestal supports the Antenna Assembly and provides multidirectional positioning
capability for tracking purposes. The Pedestal is of the king-post, elevation-over-azimuth
type with intersecting axes. The azimuth drive section contains the dc servo drive
motor/tachometer with gear drive and fail-safe brakes, data packages, and a servo
amplifier unit. To provide continuous azimuth rotation, a Slip Ring/Dual Channel Rotary
Joint Assembly is included.

The elevation drive section is located on top of the azimuth drive section and rides on a
precision roller bearing. The elevation drive housing contains the dc servo drive motor
with tachometer, a fail-safe brake, and the main data gear with a data package. A limit cam
module is provided to prevent excessive elevation axis travel.

(2)  Antenna Assembly

The antenna reflector is a paraboloid of revolution formed from a wet fiberglass lay-up.
The back-up structure provides mounting pads for a graphite composite quadrapod which
supports the feed at the focal point of the reflector.

The feed is a RADSCAN  conical scanner. It utilizes a single crossed-dipole which feeds1,2

a short length of circular waveguide. The waveguide horn is slightly offset about the axis
and, when rotated, describes a conical scan around the axis. This motion causes
modulation of a received signal which is not on the boresight axis of the antenna. The
modulation contains the intelligence necessary to aim the antenna directly at the r-f source.
Simultaneous Left Hand and Right Hand circularly polarized outputs are provided.

An enclosure for those r-f components which, dictated by good design practice, need to be
close to the feed is attached to the rear of the feed assembly. The low-noise preamplifiers,
filters and etc. are mounted in the enclosure.

Attached to the rear of the r-f enclosure is an Acquisition Aid Antenna. This wide-beam,
monopulse, tracking array uses a QUADRASCAN converter to modulate the error signals
and impress them on the sum signal to yield an output which is compatible with
RADSCAN. Switching between the two antennas is an automatic function; however, the
operator can override and switch manually.

Local Control Group

This paper will only address those units of the Local Control Group that are closely
associated with the control of the Antenna Group. These include the Antenna Control Unit,



Handwheel Control Panel, Commanded Angle Display Panel (all shown in Figure 4),
Computer with peripherals, and a Video System. Included in the Local Control Group (but
not discussed) are the r-f Switching and Distribution System, Downconverters, Tracking
Receivers, Spectrum Displays, Diversity Combiners and Power Distribution.

(1)  Antenna Control Unit

The Antenna Control Unit (ACU), a microprocessor-based model, is the key unit in the
system. It interfaces with most elements of the system, including virtually everything in the
Local Control Console and Pedestal, as well as with the operator. The pedestal receives all
motion commands, both position and rate, from the ACU. All synchro information from
the pedestal passes through the ACU.

The front panel switches are grouped functionally and arranged for maximum operator
efficiency and minimum confusion. Primary power to the pedestal and remote modules is
controlled by front panel switches. In addition to the Standby mode, operating modes of
Manual, Slave, Search, Designate, Auto Acquire and Autotrack are independently
selectable for each axis. Four pushbutton switches (UP, DN, CW and CCW) provide rate
control of the pedestal axes in the Manual mode. These switches are inoperative and the
legend is not visible except in Manual mode and certain programming modes.
Microprocessor based circuitry within the unit performs the functions of filtering, logical
mode selection, servo signal conditioning and deciding when to autotrack. All regulated
DC power and relay logic power required by the system originates in this unit. Front panel
indicators display the antenna position or magnitude of servo error for each axis. Received
signal strength and auto acquisition threshold level are also displayed as shown in
Figure 4. The ACU communicates with the computer via the IEEE-488 GPIB bus and with
the Remote Station via the RS-232 Serial data bus.

(2)  Handwheel Control Panel

The Handwheel Control Panel, shown in Figure 4, provides the operator with three
additional means of positioning the antenna when the Antenna Control Unit is in the
Manual mode of operation. The panel supports two handwheel driven, incremental
encoders and two alternate action, backlighted, split screen, mode select switches which
allow the operator to control antenna motion in either the Aided Rate mode or True
Position mode by rotation of the handwheels. A joystick, mounted in the center of the
panel, provides the operator with another method of control.



(3)  Commanded Angle Display Panel

The Commanded Angle Display Panel provides the operator with a display of “ordered”
slave angles provided by an external source such as a tracking radar. As shown in
Figure 4, the commanded position indicators are five-digit light emitting diode (LED)
decimal readouts which have an accuracy of 0.02 degrees. The range of the azimuth angle
indicator is 000.00 to 359.99 degrees. The range of elevation angle indicator is -179.99 to
+179.99 degrees. The indicator logic is configured for leading zero suppression. These
displays are controlled from the Auxiliary Panel PC Board located in the Antenna Control
Unit at a 200 times per second refresh rate.

Another function of this multipurpose panel is to provide the operator with a visual
indication of how closely the antenna is aimed at the target vehicle. This is accomplished
by continuously displaying the actual error signal output from each angle error
demodulator azimuth and elevation on a cross pointer meter. Some operators find this
presentation very helpful during target acquisition.

Flanking the Error Meter are rows of pushbutton switches. Those to the left side select the
r-f tracking band and those to the right provide selection of downconverters. More than
one downconverter may be activated to collect data from bands other than the one being
tracked.

(4)  Computer Control

The Local subsystem incorporates a desk top computer based system, which is capable of
communicating with all subsystems through the ACU. The computer controller system
consists of a hard disk, keyboard, cathode ray tube (CRT), printer, etc. RS-232 and IEEE-
488 communication interfaces are available with the computer controller.

(5)  Video System

Consists of a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) color solid state video camera, camera
control unit, and camera video display. The lens reticle or cross-hair coincides with the
center of the antenna beam (see figure 3). The video camera control unit features include:
zooming and panning, iris opening, barlow setting, camera on/off, etc. The video monitor
is a high resolution color monitor.

Remote Control Group

The Remote Control Console may be located in a building several miles from the Antenna
and Local Control site. The two stations are connected via an RS-232 serial data link



operating at 4800 baud. The rack mounted equipment for the Remote Control Console is
functionally the same as that installed in the Local Control Console. When the ACU
Antenna Control Unit at the Local Console is in the Remote Mode, the entire tracking
system can be controlled by the Remote Console operator from either the ACU front panel
or the Computer keyboard. All control functions of the ACU control panel are available to
the keyboard operator and all system fault messages are available on request.

Due to the similarity of the Remote Control Console units to those in the Local Control
Console and to reduce redundancy, the following descriptions will reference the Local
Console counterpart and point out the differences.

(1)  Antenna Control Unit

This ACU Antenna Control unit is a duplicate of the Local unit except that it contains a
smaller complement of printed circuit boards. It should be understood that the Remote
Station can only issue commands and that all antenna commands, whether initiated by this
ACU or the computer, are actually processed and executed by the ACU at the Local
Station. Whereas the Local ACU requires 14 printed circuit boards to accomplish all of the
control and interface functions, only 7 are required in this Remote unit. The front panel
appearance is identical and all functions of the Local ACU can be commanded from this
unit.

(2)  Handwheel Control Panel

This Handwheel Control Panel is identical to Local module described previously.

(3)  Commanded Angle Display Panel

This panel is the same as the panel used in the Local Control Console.

(4)  Computer Controller

The Computer Controller duplicates the computer equipment in the Local Control Console
except that the Computer has an additional RS-232 Serial output to address the Wake)Up
Device at the Local Station.

The color monitor displays a graphical representation of the front panels of the ACU and
tracking receivers at the Local console, showing the status of all functions. The color
capability of the computer is used to its maximum extent to convey useful information
about the front panel status of the device under control. Control of these devices is
accomplished through the use of menu that is always present.



(5)  Video System

The video system components located at the Remote Station are a Remote Control Unit
and a high resolution CRT display. The Control Unit transmits a serial data link format
which is interpreted and executed by the Video Control Unit at the Local Station.

OPERATIONS

Tracking airborne aircraft, utilizing a state-of-the-art ReConTTA system, is accomplished
by using either Local or Remote operations.

Local Operation

When Local operations are used, a Local Control Console operator performs all pre-
mission tests, calibrations and configuration (r-f distribution, band selection, receiver
tuning, etc.) using the ACU or computer or a combination of the two. Assuming that the
system is ready and in the Standby Mode, the operator may select Manual Mode at the
ACU and, using the front panel pushbuttons, handwheels or joystick, position the antenna
to the desired angle coordinates. Alternatively, the Slave Mode can be used if an external
source of coordinate data is available. Selection of the Auto-Acquire Mode enables a
circuit that compares the strength of a received signal to a preset acquisition threshold
level. When the signal level exceeds the threshold, Autotrack Mode is automatically
entered. Rate Memory maintains the antenna motion at the last known velocity during
periods of signal fade as might occur during aircraft maneuvers. As soon as the signal
reappears and exceeds the threshold, Autotrack Mode is resumed.

Remote operation

When Remote operations are used, a Remote Control Console operator is required. A
command transmitted from the Remote Computer to the Wake-up Device at the Local
Station applies power to all Local subsystems. The Local ACU Antenna Control Unit must
be in the Remote Mode to accept any Remote commands. This selection is the only
function which is denied to the Remote console operator. With this prerequisite satisfied,
the Remote operator has all the capability of the Local Station at his disposal. His ACU
controller has exactly the same functions as the Local counterpart. He has the same
Handwheel Control, Display and Computer capability as the Local Station. In short,
operationally, there is no difference between the two stations. Either the ACU or the
computer can be utilized to issue commands. However, the Remote Station can only issue
commands. The responsibility for processing and executing the commands remains that of
the Local ACU.



Upon completion of operations another command to the Wake-up Device powers the
Local Station down.

SIGNAL FLOW

The telemetry frequency bands of operation at the AFFTC are 1435-1540 MHz, 1750-
1850 MHz, 2200-2300 MHz and 2300-2400 MHz. The tracking antenna is expected to be
capable of receiving all four bands of telemetry data. (See Figure 5.)

Having acquired the desired telemetry data in one or more of these bands, the telemetry
data is down converted to P-band (210-320 MHz). At P-band, the telemetry data is then
input to a computer controllable non-blocking switching matrix (which has the
characteristics of allowing any input to be switched to any output without suffering power
division).

The desired telemetry data is then switched into the input(s) of telemetry receivers. Two
telemetry receivers per telemetry stream (one for left hand polarization and the other for
right hand polarization) are used. The left hand and right hand pre-demodulated receiver IF
outputs, AM, and AGC are input into a diversity combiner which does polarization, AM
and AGC averaging and weighting for the purpose of improving data quality. Generally a
3dB improvement in data quality over uncombined signals is realized. This effectively
equates to having doubled the area of the antenna reflector. The result of combining both
pre-demodulated signals together is a combiner pre-demodulated IF, AM, and AGC signal.

The combined IF pre-demodulated signal is then input to a blocking variety switch matrix
(which allows only one input to be connected to only one output at a time). The combined
IF pre-demodulated signal is then switched into the input of microwave baseband and
transmitter equipment.

A mix of digital analog combiner IF data is analog multiplexed within the microwave
baseband equipment and input into a microwave transmitter which is tunable between 7.1
to 8.4 GHz. The microwave baseband data is transmitted from the Local Station site to a
range mission control facility, where the microwave receiver is located. The microwave
baseband data is analog demultiplexed and demodulated and then routed into the front end
of a computer processing system. Once the telemetry data has been reconstructed into
usable digital data it is then input to a computer for processing and engineering unit
conversion.

The duplex microwave transmission of status and control data to and from the Local and
Remote Antenna Control Units is handled much the same way as the simplex transmission 



of telemetry data. Command and control of all equipment is handled through RS-232 and
the International Electrical Electronics Engineering (IEEE)-488 protocol.

SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

When totally configured into a state-of-the-art ReConTTA system, the acquisition and
tracking of airborne vehicles is accomplished by commands initiated from either a Local or
Remote control operator utilizing computer control.

Initial signal acquisition is accomplished by a wide angle acquisition aid then the higher
gain, narrow beam, conical scanning, feed system is selected.

Pre-programmable Search Modes move the tracking antenna about in both azimuth and
elevation until a signal is acquired or reacquired following a loss of signal. In the event that
the signal is not reacquired, the system reverts to the Manual Mode and the console
operator takes over.

Tracking an overhead or near-overhead pass is possible since the Antenna Control Unit is
programmed, upon loss of lock by the main antenna at high elevation angles, to switch
automatically to the acquisition aid antenna which, with its wide beam, permits tracking
overhead and near overhead passes automatically with continuous data.

Local and Remote diagnostics are capable of indicating major system failures and current
condition of the telemetry tracking antenna system. Low angle tracking angle is possible
due to low sidelobes and an anti-sidelobe lock-on system.

The RADSCAN feed assembly possesses several attractive features including: (1) High
reliability due to simplicity, (2) its low sidelobes and consequent resistance to low angle
multipath problems, and (3) its broad, flat bandwidth of 1435-2400 MHz. Edwards AFB
has a severe multipath problem as the line-of-sight to the runway approach is across the
flat, reflective surface of a dry lake bed. Many of AFFTC’s missions require uninterrupted
data during long missions. ReConTTA with RADSCAN has this capability.

CONCLUSION

To meet the flight testing challenges of current and future generation aircraft, the United
States Air Force Flight Test Center will incorporate the use of numerous ReConTTA
Systems. The ReConTTa system is sophisticated and yet uncomplicated. Utilizing the
power of the microprocessor to perform many tasks and decisions that formerly required
operator intervention, ReConTTA frees the operator of these mundane efforts and
increases overall mission efficiency.



The option to operate the entire system from the Local Station near the antenna or from a
Remote Station many miles distant adds flexibility to the AFFTC operation planning.

ReConTTA is an important element in AFFTC’s Telemetry Update Program, the goal of
which is to provide the Test Center with state-of-the-art instrumentation.
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